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THE GENERICNAMEANETIA HUEBNER
(DANAIDAE, RHOPALOCERA)

By F. M. Brown and Bernard Heineman

While preparing the manuscript for an account of the butter-

flies of Jamaica, B. W. I., we became aware of confusion about

the proper spelling for the name of the danaid butterflies long

called Clothilda. The first uses of generic names coupled with

species now included in the genus are these

:

1797. Papilio pantheratus Martyn
1820. Argynnis hriarea Godart

[1823]. Anetia numidia Huebner

[1823]. Anetia numidia Huebner
1840. Clothilda hriarea

,

Blanchard

1847. Danais numidia, Poey

1848. Anicia (a misspelling), Doubleday

1870. Synalpe euryale Boisduval

The first two names assosciated with the species, Papilio and

Argynnis , now are properly associated with species in families

of butterflies other than Danaidae. Thus the first available

generic names associated with species of the genus are Anetia

and Anetia of Huebner. These he proposed in sammlung ex-

otische schmetterlin ge, volume 2, plates [22] and [23] respec-

tively. The use of Anetia for a common Tachinid genus in Dip-

tera long postdates its use in Rhopalocera.

Of the two spellings, Anetia and Anetia, used by Huebner the

former has both page and temporal priority. Anetia is used on

plate [22] and Anetia on plate [23]. Anetia was issued in

[1823] as Lieferung 114a, and Anetia in the same year but at a

later date as Lieferung 119a (Hemming, 1937, vol. 1, p. 331).

On plate [22] Huebner presented figures of both surfaces of

Anetia numidia <$. On the next plate he figured what he con-

sidered the female of that species but used the generic name
Anetia. We believe that the difference in spelling was an en-

graver’s mistake. Study of the second plate proves that Huebner

confused two species and that his figure of the female “numidia”
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really represents the species named earlier by Martyn, panthe-

ratus. Since the two species, numiclia and pantheratus, are con-

generic this mishap has little effect upon the problem.

The problem is this: Which of the two spellings used by
Huebner [1823] is the correct spelling? With the exception of

Kirby (1906 ?), d ’Almeida (1939) and de la Torre y Callejas

(1952) the spelling Anelia has been in vogue. Webelieve that

this has come about because Geyer, who continued the samm-
lung after Huebner ’s death in 1826, used Anelia for the figure

of his species thirza (vol. 3, plate [6], 1833).

When Salvin (1869) reviewed the genus, as Clothilda, he fol-

lowed Geyer and accepted Anelia as the proper spelling, but

remarked that Anicia (sic) Huebner had priority over Anelia

and possibly over Clothilda Blanchard. Scudder (1874, p. 112)

listed only Anelia and designated numiclia as its type species,

stating “Sole species, and therefore type.” Kirby (1906 ?) in

his edition of the sammlung used Anetia throughout, even on

the figures originally designated Anelia in the Huebner-Geyer

edition. Hemming (lx., vol. 2, pp. 152-153) accepted Anelia

and referred Anetia to it without explanation.

After careful study of the use of the two spellings we were

dissatisfied with the general acceptance of Anelia as opposed to

Anetia. We believe that Anetia should be used and base our

conclusions upon the listing found in the index systematicus

for volume 2 of the original edition of the sammlung. There on

the first of the four unnumbered pages, at the bottom of the left

hand column, included under Dryades the last two entries read

:

“7 Anetia Numidia (mas) [22]

— ead. (foem) [23]”

These pages were published by Geyer in [1 July 1827] —[sum-

mer of 1832] according to Hemming (l.c., vol. 1, p. 361). Al-

though published after Huebner ’s death these pages may have

been prepared by him. Apparently Hemming found no con-

clusive evidence of authorship for them. Whether actually

written by Huebner or by Geyer they seem to us to be strong

support that Anetia is the proper spelling of the name in ques-

tion.

The problem of type species for both Anetia and Anelia must

be reviewed. In 1869 Salvin designated euryale King (= thirza

Geyer) as the type species of Anelia. This designation cannot be
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accepted since thirza which Geyer placed in Anelia was pub-

lished ten years after the first publication of Anelia, and euryale

King was published in 1836, still later. Scudder (1874, p. 112)

designated “Numida (. Numidia )

”
as the type species of Anelia.

This falls since the trivial name numidia associated with the

generic name Anelia on plate [23] is a synonym of panther atus

Martyn and not the female of numidia on plate [22] as assumed

by TIuebner. We now designate numidia § Huebner (= pan-

ther atus Martyn) as the type species of Anelia since it is the

only species associated with that generic name upon its first pub-

lication.

D ’Almeida (1939, p. 58) was correct when he designated

numidia $ Huebner as figured on plate [22] of the sammlung
exotische schmetterlinge as the type species of Anetia. No
other species can be considered since numidia is the sole species

associated with Anetia at the time the name was first published.
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